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Osvobodím Jeff Sessions, zruším všechny poplatky
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Sbor generálního advokáta soudce námořnictva Spojených států
amerických a Úřad vojenských komisí stáhly všechna obvinění proti
bývalému generálnímu prokurátorovi Jeffu   Sessionsovi, řekl zdroj
JAG Real Raw News.
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Jak bylo oznámeno minulý týden, vyšetřovatelé JAG zatkli
Sessionse na základě obvinění z velezrady poté, co získali důkazy,
že se spikl s Merrickem Garlandem, aby uvěznil Jana 6erse, a
spolupracoval s Deep State na podkopání Trumpova prezidentství v
roce 2018.

Podle našeho zdroje v pondělí viceadmirál Darse E. Crandall obdržel
překvapivý telefonát od nikoho jiného než od prezidenta Donalda J.
Trumpa, který řekl, že JAG udělal hroznou chybu a „nařídil“
admirálovi, aby osvobodil Sessionse a vymazal zmínku o jeho
zatčení z vojenských záznamů.

V reakci na to admirál Crandall řekl Trumpovi, že JAG má „konkrétní,
nevyvratitelný“ důkaz o Sessionsových zločinech a že jeho
propuštění by poškodilo důvěryhodnost JAG a ohrozilo budoucí
zatýkání. Řekl, že JAG utratil spoustu peněz a pracovních sil během
několika měsíců na vyšetřování Sessions. Vehementně trval na tom,
že má dostatek důkazů k usvědčení.

"Poté, co admirál Hannink odešel do důchodu, jsem tuto
odpovědnost přijal." Splnil jsem to se ctí, hrdostí a přesností, pane
prezidente. Mám proti Sessionsovi tolik důkazů jako můj předchůdce
proti Hillary Clintonové. Jak mě můžeš žádat, abych ho propustil?"
řekl admirál Trumpovi.

„Nejdůležitější mise v historii naší země se odehrává právě teď.
Jediné, co vám mohu říci, je důkaz, který si myslíte, že proti němu
máte, je stejně falešný jako podvod Ruska, Ruska a teď podvody s
tajnými krabicemi proti mně. Nikdy tu nebylo nic podobného tomu, co
se právě děje. Odvedl jsi skvělou práci, skvělou práci, ale Jeff se
mýlil. Musíte ho propustit. Víc vám teď nemůžu říct, ale jeho zatčení
byla obrovská chyba,“ odpověděl prezident Trump.

Admirál připomněl Trumpovi, že jeho použití zákona o povstání dalo
Spojeným státům prozatímní vojenskou moc zatknout minulé i
současné vládní úředníky, jejichž prosazování agendy Deep State
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porušuje ústavu Spojených států.

Trump řekl, že Sessions byl součástí „nyní zničeného plánu“. Řekl,
že Sessions musí být propuštěn a chráněn, protože jeho krytí bylo
ohroženo.

"Postarejte se o to," řekl Trump admirálovi Crandallovi.

Sessions, řekl náš zdroj, byl propuštěn z vazby v úterý ráno.

Až to dostaneme, Real Raw News poskytne další informace o této
vyvíjející se situaci.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 75 355krát, dnes 804 návštěv)

Americká vláda, nikoli Pfizer nebo Moderna, první představovaná
technologie mRNA

Již v roce 2012 začala DARPA investovat do genově kódovaných
vakcín.

So, “The military came up with the idea of messenger RNA vaccines,
not Pfizer or Moderna — not operation warp speed,”

THE CABAL IS UNCOVERED.

Robert Malone is the one who “invented” mRNA but he never
intended it to be misused the way it has been.
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I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 5 hours ago by Delavic

Found this clip somehow:

https ://www. bitchute. com/video/s4KtWJjnLohZ/

Famous veteran truther Jordan Maxwell ‘throws in the towel’ on
‘audio delay’ from 2014 (released June 2023 after his death on
2022-03-23).

I listened to it and the jist of it is if you tell the truth that is too
damning under your own name, you face severe consequences–
even death from your enemies if you are a ‘big enough fish’ or can
potentially cause ‘too much damage’ like

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Murder_of_Seth_Rich

[The people behind the people behind Wikipedia apparently want
you to forget about Seth Rich, if I am not mistaken, they removed the
picture of him seated, drinking a beer and thinking about something
wearing a ‘USA Flag’ shirt from the above Wikipedia page.]

Here is a recent example.

Shortly after (originally) posting this (mirrored) clip

https ://www. bitchute. com/video/7MqULDOGi5Qj/

Dr. Rashid Buttar ‘died conveniently’.

Same thing happened quite some time ago to Dr. Andreas Nowak

http://www.payathome7.com/
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https ://www. bitchute. com/video/mabVDxWd7Gzd/
https ://www. bitchute. com/video/aV5xKb9QZAjK/

Getting back to Dr. Buttar, truther Todd Callendar basically made the
same warning before Dr. Buttar in this clip

https ://www. bitchute. com/video/1Z2EEoG8tTii/

and as far as I know, Todd is still alive.

After listening to the Maxwell clip at the top of this post, I think I
figured it out.

The bad guys are apt to quickly scrub people that threaten their
plans of darkness against ‘the masses’ but only if you are a ‘big fish’
that when scrubbed, will send a ‘keep quiet’ message to other
truthers/whistleblowers. Dr. Buttar was one of the first to sound the
alarm about the Plandemic so after his final warning, the bad guys
had enough of him exposing their plans and they likely had him
scrubbed to shut him up for good on this side of Eternity. In
Callendar’s case, he appears in the one clip linked above and says
the same thing. Afterward, all his other truthing I’ve seen him do in
clips revolve around the insurance side of the Plandemic–how it is
costing the industry big bucks through all the ‘excess deaths’. In
some cases (in France that I know of) they deny paying off the
survivors of one (maybe more) policyholder because the policyholder
effectively ‘scrubbed themselves’ by taking the death jab that was
deemed by them to be ‘experimental’ and not covered by their life
insurance policy.

The simple solution to this is to truthtell/whistleblow 100%
anonymously–using just about any means necessary and available
to do that.

However, the bad guys (I’m sure) conditioned ‘the masses’ to
disregard/ignore any sort of truth put out by anonymous sources
solely because they didn’t ‘step forward to identify themselves’ to the
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public. This is so the truthtellers/whistleblowers that identify
themselves and take credit for their disclosures can be dealt with
later by the bad guys if they cause ‘too much trouble’ for them. This
is a ‘double standard’ as I’ve seen a clip of an elderly prison guard
that used to work for ‘Mr. Mean Mustache Man’ as truther Owen
Benjamin calls him, allowed to testify/be in court while hiding his
face/identity behind an open blue folder.

Another angle is nation-states forbidding their citizens from using
‘strong encryption’ to secure their communications with others. See

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Phil_Zimmermann

https ://www. youtube. com/watch?v=rCZDV6RIaxA

This is a ‘double standard’ of sorts as

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/HTTPS

is already in use to secure e-commerce and the like and in the wake
of this

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Edward_Snowden

https ://en. wikipedia.
org/wiki/Global_surveillance_disclosures_(2013%E2%80%93present)

This means a number of things.

They pressure people to give up their ‘secret’ encryption key(s)

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Lavabit

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Key_disclosure_law

They regulate ‘strong crypto’ through lots of confusing ‘red tape’

https ://www. bis. doc. gov/index.php/policy-guidance/encryption

[ Weak encryption avoids the red tape. See ‘N.B. to Note 3
(Cryptography Note)’ of the PDF at
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https ://www. bis. doc. gov/index.php/component/docman/?
task=doc_download&gid=2337 ]

This subjects people/business to stiff fines for breaking the rules
about ‘strong crypto’

https ://www. bis. doc. gov/index.php/about-bis/newsroom/press-
releases/107-about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/press-release-
2014/763-intel-subsidiary-agrees-to-750-000-penalty-for-
unauthorized-encryption-exports

Or doing business with people/businesses on this list

https ://www. bis. doc. gov/index.php/policy-guidance/lists-of-parties-
of-concern/denied-persons-list

In the end, HTTPS is ‘security theater’ because nation-states
(secretly) control the

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Certificate_authority

[ https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Mark_Shuttleworth

became a multimillionaire creating one and selling it later ]

or have the computing power to crack encryption now

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/National_Security_Agency

or later

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Utah_Data_Center

or use ‘dirty tricks’ to bypass the cracking and get the plaintext in
ways like this

https ://en .wikipedia. org/wiki/Equation_Group

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Tailored_Access_Operations

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Tempest_(codename)
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https ://www. extremetech. com/defense/173108-researchers-crack-
the-worlds-toughest-encryption-by-listening-to-the-tiny-sounds-
made-by-your-computers-cpu

https ://www. extremetech. com/defense/173721-the-nsa-regularly-
intercepts-laptop-shipments-to-implant-malware-report-says

The only known antidote/solution to all of the above short of face to
face meetings in privacy out ‘in the middle of nowhere’ with no
electronics whatsoever on their persons appears to be a simple
combination of offline and online PCs/laptops and a Faraday Cage. I
describe this possible solution here

https ://realrawnews. com/2023/05/dhs-to-restart-disinformation-
governance-board/#comment-485953

Last edited 5 hours ago by IsThisFairUse2

When whitmer’s there
 Michigan sleeps lengthwise

But when she’s gone
 They’ll sleep

 Diagnolly
 In their beds

The hangman calls…

Well, ain’t THAT a hoot! I hope Sessions really is the ‘helping hand’
Trump thinks.

 To me, he still looks like an incompetent, cowardly fool, at best.
(Good camoflage to work with the DS.)

Last edited 5 hours ago by Paladin45

About 5 days ago I posted the egregious behavior of the Ameren
Electric company; the showed up in armed force to install a meter on
a personal property. The neighborhood was safe and the home
owner was not in the least aggressive. A few days later I receive the
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same threatening letter as he had with a 5 day warning to accept the
new “5G” meter or install an old meter that would be read month with
the burden of the expense on me.

I was frustrated, and ready to take the on. One of the first things I did
was to call the company where I found a very rude customer service
representative the would only respond to questions to a practiced,
“Do you want the new meter or or the old.

I asked to speak to her manager and the response was “Do you…”
My next response was the correct response is, that is the wrong
response. You are supposed to answer, Yes, I will located a manager
for you. And she finally broke the routine and said she would have a
manager contact me.

Today I called customer service again and made contact with the
most pleasant and helpful young lady. It shows how important those
contact points are, however the young lady did not have the
information I needed.

Several hours later the manager from the first contact called, a very
nice and knowledgeable person.

Here is what I learned that is important to all of us.

There is no 5G 6gigahertz being transmitted to our house
That is the backbone signal rate on high antennas transmitting
long distances to the company.
The signal going to the home is less the 4G 900megahertz a
much slower rate transmitted in a fraction of a second every 15
minutes.

The above was explained and questions I asked were answered
fairly and honestly. It appears some sources confused the facts and
6G is not transmitted to the house. Or it is possible that Ameren
redesigned the network to avoid the roadblock of the courts and the
FCC.
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From our position it is hard to find the facts and the logic behind what
is going on.

For now I am accepting the lower frequency new meter since it is out
of what I consider a danger zone. I will be getting an EMF meter and
monitoring the impact i the area.

I hope this helps clarify at least one installation location. The
customer service agent also said the do not pick up anything but the
total meter reading each time. That also makes me feel better. I hope
that is true and it could be. We meet so many liars it is hard to tell
what to believe.

For now I am accepting and monitoring the situation.

Maybe this is good news for all of us. I talked to the company about
being more transparent to avoid future unfounded concerns. I had in
the past tried to find out the basic information the manager gave me
in a 15 minute call.with no success.

The manager was surprised when she heard excessive force had
been used in a peaceful neighborhood stating yes we do have
occasion to use security, but that is when an employee is being
threatened with physical violence or entering a dangerous area. It is
not common place. A manager overreacted and made a bad
decision creating a bad reputation for the company.

I hope this helps some one.

MR. BAXTER: This post is an example of the local emphasis for
which I have been trying to enlist your assistance. John’s questions
should be everyone’s questions (if they are not already). John’s
experience shows the Great Return and Military intervention to be as
far away now as it was in May of 2016 (the month before the
escalator). Events both national and international are only the
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BLOCKADE. The city is the BATTLESPACE. Why the news
blackout from the cities? Are the WhiteHats short handed or
underfunded? Does there exist a DIRTY SECRET?

If you have an I-phone you can download an app to turn your phone
into an EMP meter

There are screens available online that fit onto the meters. They are
said to block anything harmful that could be emitted.

Gina Haspel, the lil Jewbacca and her han solo, Lew the jew happy
as can be in their squalid quarters affectionately called the
wilderbeast pen!

A little off topic but this is big and has big ramifications. Israel is to
give Ukraine 200 Merkava tanks. This will change the m/e big very
big shortly. You will most likely see things start shaping up in Syria in
a different way. Russia has been kind of a traffic director and allowed
Israel to do what it wants in Syria. Russia is in Syria very strong and
keeping Assad in power——the party is over and US/CIA is going to
have to get out or get its butt kicked. The CIA has been taking the oil
out of Syria and selling it. This will push us closer to what is known
as the Ezekiel war 36/37/38/39—–read and you may get a little
better understanding. Nations are mentioned but you will need to see
who some are in todays world——Togarmah is the Turkey area and
of course Persia is Iran. Many believe Magog could be Russia—–
sure pushing things that way—–ok enough if you are interested that
could get you started but buckle up—-Matt 24—there will be wars
and rumors of wars—-

But the end is not yet. The best we all can do is start living righteous
lives now. Tomorrow is not a given. As for when the world will end,
no one knows not even Jesus but only the God the father. The world
end when the Gospel is preached to the world. Blessings 🙏 from
The REAL Delavic.
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I appreciate your response and that is the general response of not
knowing but the reference in the bible is talking about the end of the
1000 yr Millenium. Remember Satan is loosed for a season and it
doesn’t say how long. Then in 2 Peter 3: 10 the day of the Lord will
come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away—–
and the earth and elements etc. will be burned up—-the heavens will
be dissolved being on fire——you can go read to get full context——
but that doesn’t mean we don’t know at least generally the return of
Jesus to set up His kingdom and of course prior to that the tribulation
and the events and wars that are staring us in the face now—–again
I appreciate your input—-G-d Bless

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earningday2.blogspot.com

Last edited 14 hours ago by Delavic

The Arenac county Cabal
 They Threw me in jail to many times

A State Agency Did and Audit Looking for my criminal record.
 a couple of years Ago.

 Guess what No Record’s Found

When the Arenac County law enforcement and the State Police and
the lawyers and Judges almost Get Caught.

 All of their Criminal Maneuvers Records Disappear in their war
 Against Robert Gregory Boensch

Why
 Because I am a federal witness of their Game that has Blood Shed

Death of Many People.
 When they Finally Murder Me they All will receive the death penalty

http://earningday2.blogspot.com/
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General Smith 
you can investigate these Issues When My Blood is still flowing
in my veins

Or have Fun When My Blood is Cold and Dry

And then Do the Big Roundup. snatch Them And Hang Them

Question and Facts
 The Arenac county Cabal

 They Threw me in jail to many times
 Trying to distract the fact I had witness and evidence .

 That they Murdered Witnesses?
 STANDISH – By order of the Michigan Supreme Court, the

Honorable Richard E. Vollbach Jr. is the new chief judge of the
courts in Alcona, Arenac, Iosco and Oscoda counties.

 He was appointed on Dec. 14 and will serve the remainder of the
term vacated by Judge Allen C. Yenior, which ends Dec. 31, 2017.

 Allen Yenior Worked with Vollbach in the set up that killed the
16 year old BOY 1993 along with the help of others

 And Judge Allen C. Yenior, never made it to having 20 years in
being a judge

 Did he have a visitor that demanded Him to surrender his robe
in 24 hours

 or this person would be back and would remove it from Him.?
 “I think of myself as a straight shooter, fair and conscientious. I hope

those principles will serve me well as chief,” he said.
 In 1993 He was involved in an action in which A 16 year old Boy

Was Shot in The Back With a Shot Gun.
 I am a Witness?

 So after being Judge and havening Me arrested .
 And In Court He would not let me respond to his Questions and

threat’s
 And Said I Was in contempt of court for not following his orders on

such a date.
 And Kept on with his rants Trying to get me upset.
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After this long rant and getting me ready to be put in jail again.
He asked me what my thoughts were

 I clearly Stated that the Date He was using in this court action
Was Two Weeks in the Future.

 So Just like all of his other court actions even with other
people.

 This Person is A Bully 
and One With a A mental disorder

 , also referred to as a mental illness or psychiatric disorder
 , is a behavioral or mental pattern that causes significant

distress or impairment of personal functioning. A mental
disorder is also characterized by a clinically significant
disturbance in an individual’s cognition, .

This is what happens When these people Murder people and
GET AWAY WITH It

By order of the Michigan Supreme Court,

The Crime Boss in the State of Michigan

Last edited 14 hours ago by Robert Gregory Boensch

You’ve gone so much pain & sorrow. But seems likes you still on the
Top.

 Heavenly father is watching over you… While this evil one is
disappearing little by little.

Wow, so glad to hear this. I always thought Sessions was a WH and
was shocked when he was arrested. God speed Jeff.

He was hit hard a lot about doing nothing, there are some that prefer
and do more and better work behind the scenes.He turned in a ton of
that. A very busy man!. He also had to step out too,20 Years in the
senate a record beyond reproach.He was asked for more,”I need
you to pretend to betray me,we need you to help us set some traps.”
Ha Ha,the old fox! He surely knew who to call, and he could croon
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that monkey talk! Just one thing,they did not trust him because he
was to clean, to get into that you must prove you can be
corrupted.So he publicly recused himself and betrayed Trump.They
bought it,hook, line, and sinker! DJT came in after that,flew into his
rage!

Wow. Trump doesn’t even share his info with the US mil despite
being on the same side?

Fissures in the ranks.

But he shared it at the right time. Give Trump a pass on this; he was
dealing with a bogus leftist indictment, and hundreds of other issues.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earningday2.blogspot.com

Last edited 16 hours ago by Delavic

Keep You secrets DJT, they’re trying to help, but You and You’re
fuching ego!!!! Can’t say??? Or refuse too??? Full Disclosure is not a
fuching option!!! Like I’ve said, “Humans are thine enemy”—-“Hate”!!
Caught literally in tye “act” and refuse to accept the TRUTH. Your
choice, not mine!!! Full TRANSPARENCY, not “do the same dumb
thing”, I KNOW, the EGOTISTICAL “side” must be “winning” instead
of the INTELLIGENT “side”, WTF?????? Your “keeping” of secrets
DJT, is helping only You, not the FLOCK. I’ll ask a very SIRIS Q
uestion, have I wasted the last 329 gazillion years of my
existence??? For a liar??? A thief?? A cheater??? For the sack of
“Humanity”, TELL THE FUCKING TRUTH already!!!!

 👁

Listen buck wheat, you’re wayyy outta your league. Settle down and
have a cookie.

http://earningday2.blogspot.com/
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anyone who requests trump not be a compulsive liar and actually tell
the masses the truth is instantly labeled a libtard. jesus christ himself
could remind trump himself that lying to folks is wrong and the trust
the plan crown would tell call jesus a deranged liberal. most are
vaccine damaged by his beautiful vaccine i would assume to be that
ignorant.

mel k, charlie ward, et al are all liars. Didn’t charlie ward say the ‘end
was near’ back in 8/2021?

Do you have any idea how many DECADES this has been going on?
I didn’t think so. This is the end. When (if) you get to the Pearly
Gates and God asks you how you helped, are you just going to sit
there stuttering?

so calling out liars is bad, but sitting here doing absolutely nothing
like you are is noble and good? according to bosslady the most
noble profession out there is being an online grifter. you can lie all
you want and it doesnt matter bc, ” this has been going on for a long
time”

You assume much. You are clueless about what people in this group
do beyond a quick visit to this site. Leftists are very good about
grouping up people and calling them names, just to create the chaos
they need to rule more of the world. This situation has been going on
a long time because it involves the whole world. How long do you
think it should take to stop the leftist agenda and the illegal flow of
money that facilitates the evil??!!

He and I will have a good laugh over how many people fell for this
massive scam

At one time we had a man dancing in the street with nothing but
cowboy boots on saying, “the end was near”. He was more accurate
than Charlie Ward and Mel-K.

 They both have had some great life experiences but that doesn’t
make them able to predict the future any better than anyone else.
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Moral of the story, believe whoever and whatever you want, but don’t
be disappointed with the outcome when it isn’t what you expected.

you could replace charlie ward and mel k with ” every single person
on fb twitter and youtube” and it would be just as accurate. they are
all wrong 99.5 percent of the time.

I don’t trust Charlie Ward as I have heard that he was involved in
transporting young women for use by the cabal for which he was
exorbitantly paid. I can’t even listen to him. I don’t listen to Mel K
either because some of these people, always at the front of the page
with the newest information just don’t ring true to me. Just sayin…
IMO.

ive heard it got pushed back ” two more weeks” be patient and trust
the plan. june 30th is guaranteed.

99.5 percent of the folks you encounter on youtube, fb and twitter are
compulsive lying pieces of shit and have been wrong 100 percent of
the time. trust absolutely no one on any social media platform.

One guy puts up a video “hey google, who is the president of the
USA?” It comes back Trump. I tried it myself after hearing that and it
came back Joe Biden.

Well, sorry to burst the bubble but I have been reading that Nasara is
ready since 2001. Not much hope in that, lol. Not in my lifetime.

I am making a real GOOD MONEY (80$ to 92$ / hr. )online from my
laptop. Last month I GOT a check of nearly 21,000$, this online work
is simple and straightforward, I don’t have to go to the OFFICE. At
that point this work opportunity is for you. If you are interested.
Simply give it a shot on the accompanying site
site… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 16 hours ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
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He speaks more languages than you do, Will. Multilingual people are
smarter and better problem solvers. How many languages do YOU
speak?

Last I heard was 2032, Day before that I heard probably by the end
of 2024 but no later than 2028.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Stinky Perfume

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earningday2.blogspot.com

Last edited 17 hours ago by Delavic

The more I think about it the more happy I am about it. Jeff was
acting all along. He did a good job of it too. I was so angry when he
recused himself from everything. I thought he was going to solve
everything in one foul swoop but he went in the opposite direction. At
that time I had no idea what was going on behind everything. This
clears up a lot of questions for me about the early days of President
Trumps administration. Thanks Michael Baxter for bringing me some
peace of mind! I love this article! I really needed for Jeff Sessions to
be a good person. Just look at his picture! How could there be a bad
cell in his entire person?

Bill Bar, Chris Wray, Sessions, unless they where in on some master
plan from the start with Trump, I see no way they should set him or
any of them free if the evidence against them is true in any way.

 That makes it look like a 2 tier justice system just like what is
happening now, only with the other side.

 The weird thing with Sessions is his tour of duty with Trump was
uneventful “which means he could have been hiding in the
background gathering evidence against everyone for as long as
possible”. He would have seen the Truth and known Trump was

http://earningday2.blogspot.com/
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innocent. He was also the first guy to publicly back Trump. Why
waste any of his time on a Hoax that he knew was a hoax.

 Session’s hid in the background his whole term with Trump and we
didn’t see him till he left office. By recusing himself from the Russia
hoax, he knew was a hoax, he was free to do other things while the
Democrats ran with their own hoax. Spent a ton of time and money
trying to keep the Hoax afloat, all the while Sessions was gathering
the real evidence against everyone that was evil and corrupt GOP
and DEM alike.

This is just my read on Sessions after really looking into as much of
him as you can find on the internet once I saw they had arrested
him. I still feel something is off with him but again just my feeling
toward him since I’ve never seen or heard of him doing much of
anything, “always hiding in the background”. He could be the man
behind the curtain.

 Gain the bad guys trust and you are one of the most valuable
players on the board.

For a dead guy he’s doing a lot of TV and print interviews. And he
says the same thing the original did. So what’s the diff? If Barr is
dead he doesn’t care anymore because HE’S DEAD

Biden is still on your television, but its not him. He’s been gone for a
while. Clones and doubles Mr Jim, but I guess you don’t believe
anything unless it comes from CNN or MSNBC.

who specifically is it if not biden?

and does it really matter if its not him when 99.9 percent of the
population thinks its him?

99,9 percent of the population does not think it’s him. Have you not
seen close-up media pictures of ‘him’ revealing mask lines??!!

Those lines are the product of your weak eyes and cheap WalMart
TV. Old people have wrinkles. Look in a mirror
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Notice his eye color changes every few days from blue to brown and
back again.

 Earlobes are attached one week, not the next. Teeth are white
dentures, then brown with gaps on the bottom row.

 Reports say there are 4 doubles in circulation now.

Really have to ask yourself who would volunteer to wear such a
grotesque FAT suit to play the role of Barr

Whoever he is, he’s doing the same things as the original. So what
does it matter that he’s “dead?”

Mike Pompeo worries me more than little mousey Barr ever did. Bar
was a waste of oxygen and seemed like a coward to me. I feel like
Wray is a coward as well, just my opinon. Pompeo is the kind of guy
when he talks people seem to listen.

 I think Pompeo is one of the big guys in this story somewhere. He
scares me the most since I think he is smarter and tougher than
most of the people in government. I hope he is on the right side of
things more than most of these other people hiding in the
background.

 Blinken is another coward in my opinion and I think he would rat on
his friends like the rat that he is. Although I heard he went and
played a little Chinese roulette and lost. You usually only loose once
in that game.

Not saying this to contradict you but I just don’t think Barr is dead
yet. I’d like for it to be true but I must say, He is one of the ones I
would really like to see -SWING.

 His betrayal and treachery (though it could have been predicted by
his lack of vigor in office prior to the point where he was really
needed to get it right)… and he completely sold out the American
people and the man he should have done right by.. our President
Trump.

 Barr is a particularly vile piece of excrement… along with Pence.
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Last edited 12 hours ago by whateverfloatsyourboat

The author of thousands of indictments. A long successful Senate
career,he knew who to call with the news he had changed his mind.
They, the bad guys, had trouble trusting him as he was to clean.He
had to do something publicly to prove he was corrupt. there you
have the recusal, then he laid low and went back to work on
indictments. Trump became enraged, dissed him up and down. don’t
forget DJT is an actor, a pro.Threw him out on his ass.. He scored
big points with the bad guys.it was a trap home boy. As they say in
show biz…..Ta Da! Ho wee! A good old boy! He was the only one
that warned skite bird biden to take his hands off his granddaughter!.
Don’t give up or give in ever! trust The Lord.no matter what anyone
says. there may be hope for us yet!

The whole thing looks like theatre.

They arrest him of what looked like very very weak reports of him
saying he WANTED to hurt Trump. And he gets a Tribunal for that?
There would normally be a whole lot more facts of what he had
DONE, and those facts would have some substance. Not on this
one.

Looks like theatre, with the subsequent Trump entrance. Something
not right about this one.

It is a well scripted theatre. CUE keeps reminding us to enjoy the
show or or good movie. And he asks, what makes a good movie?
Great actors and it shows. The movie has accordingly five parts.
Hopefully, we are in the last part. Blessings 🙏 fromThe REAL
Delavic.

a lot of time left. they still need to gate our funds into a digital
currency, seize farms in the US, try to confiscate guns, collapse the
supply chain and food production structures, etc
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Getting Sessions arrested might have been just what was needed to
get him away from danger, but going back? He has to go into
protective hiding I would guess.

Nancy Pelosi did the same thing and had her neck stretched for it.
 Who in the Democratic party hasn’t thought of and wanted Trump

dead. If they arrest everyone that said they wanted Trump dead, they
would have to arrest 1/3 of the country and all of the Democratic
party.

Crazy world for sure, we are living in some of the strangest times
ever in my opinion.

“JAG made a terrible mistake.” – I disagree.

Well, I do not think the mistake was with JAG, who were just doing
their job. And a good job at that.

If Trump has some people that are under his wings, he needs to
coordinate, or have JAG cordinate with him.

The mistake is the lack of coordination.

Sounds like Trump should have presented his info to the Tribunal,
and they would have looked it over and maybe found the man
innocent of all charges, freed him, with his record expunged.

Something does not ring correctly here.

Last edited 19 hours ago by Atlanta

maybe there was a leak—they did find some —–who can you trust
—–the circle can be very small—-

I will grant you that. Those are fair points.He was not safe in there.
There are many bad guys that would not want him to testify.Get him
out of there and get him protected. Admiral Crandell is not a
pushover. An exception was agreed on for him,a very rare almost
non existent one.
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He’s the best we got and our last great warrior to fight the DS here
and abroad. Blessings 🙏 from The REAL Delavic.

While Biden’s DOJ had been tying up Trump’s energy, the walking
corpse Biden and his babysitter-wife have been on a billion dollar
fund-raising bonanza. Tonight he is at a 25k plate event in CT. He
has already sucked up a Blackstone executive’s bounty and also a
Greek shipping magnate. Mayor Pete has been tagging along. This
filth never quits. Hello Wagner Group!

Something radically wrong w/ths pic, ! Why in the hell was the JAG.
not informed of this sting opp???

who can you trust when it only takes one to screw it all up—-one
person in the office lets it slip and with tech like it is even a whisper
can be heard—-reported an Apple I-phone takes your picture every 5
seconds and can listen even when off—

Seeing is not necessary believing. Sometimes it’s impossible to get
“the rest of the story” that very few know. If anything trust Trump and
trust Putin.

I believe in God without reservations yet I have not seen him. That is
faith in essence. Among the many catch phrases in The Great
Awakening is; In God and Trump we trust. Can I get a witness?
Blessings 🙏 from The REAL Delavic.

If God created you in His image, then HOW COULD you SEE Him?
seeing and believing are of the same realm of discourse.

Perhaps it is true we can only KNOW God

The release of the Halderman report, which proves that the defective
Dominion voting machines can be hacked, should be the impetus
required for Smitty to restore Trump as President.

Last edited 20 hours ago by Sandy Koufax
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Good Lord, you suckers will fall for anything.
One of the saddest things is people here explaining all this nonsense
with Sun Tzu quotes from a book they’ve NEVER read.

 In fact, I’d wager most people here who believe these stories haven’t
read more than 2 or 3 books in their entire life.

Last edited 22 hours ago by LimeGreenYeti

Not only Real Raw News, but also Operation Disclosure, EBH.club,
ALL the so called “truthers” aka false prophets. HOW DO THEY
KNOW…they don’t. Watch and read for entertainment purposes
ONLY folks, because that’s all it is…pure entertainment!

These truthers know one thing…. I can make a lot of money from
white hat fairy tales, hopium, and fears of patriots! The world is
under judgement.. That’s the TRUTH! They know no more than the
average person… just know how to paint a good story!

Sun Tzu said only idiots follow the “Plan”! I’m going to be a truther
and tell you the truth… THET ARE ALL IN ON IT! There are no
sides.. just intentionally separating libtards from patriots so we do not
to focus on them ( white/black, man/woman, gender, immigration, etc
etc etc)!

Sun Tzu also instilled a fact of WAR. The “plan” is the first casualty.
That’s why I’m 99.99%, the idiots on the internet, or in the Matrix,
simply want another ass beating. I sent Neo/Keanu, he got
“distracted”, his FATHER won’t!! Stand By!!! Buckle up, SHAMANS,
let’s do what Wi and We do!!!! Stupid sheep, win stupid prizes.

 👁

Last edited 16 hours ago by Joseph

They do indeed. If I were a small time criminal, this kind of stuff
would be my bread and butter. But I have morals

Acting like your better than everyone else cause you watch fake
news
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Your brainwashed.

You might as well be fat.

Oh get Lost! Just because you lack discernment and think you are
here to insult everyone who values MB’s stories even knowing that
we won’t know the most important answers until they can be
known… we don’t need your presumption of futility launched against
our thoughts, considerations or even whatever hope we may
sometimes feel.

 You are just too much of a coward to risk being wrong. You really
aren’t important enough for it to matter if you are wrong and the irony
is that you will always ultimately BE wrong.

Dump Your brainwashed bullshit, please. False “profits”, the problem
is false “profits”. “Humans” did not “create” themselves, but act like
God. Everyday, judging others like God. It’s not Your job, “Humans”,
it’s mine. And Your “approval” isn’t required. Deny me my identity,
cool, but You took it, and used it as if You are me. Remove “the veil”,
or HELL will be upon the EARTH. I’ve asked nicely, been polite, did
everything “God” demanded, just to get fucked over, again?
NOTHING, could stop what’s coming, but isn’t going to. Betray me,
You cease to exist. I do not require a following, nor Disciples, they’re
just a bonus. You’ll KNOW it’s not “project blue beam”, when REAL
XENOMORPHS, “PROVE”, Wi are not alone in the UNIVERSE, and
the UNIVERSE, is pissed beyond “Human” comprehension or
understanding. Stand the Fuck by, Heaven and Earth will collide.
SSP-FULL DISCLOSURE!!! You do not have the “time” to continue
procrastinating!!!

 👁

Last edited 16 hours ago by Joseph

I have been reading in depth for years and I always will. Sometimes
when it comes to belief, you just have to back the best possibility
unless and until and unequivocally better option is available. I pray
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many times a day and I thank
God for this beautiful planet and for Donald J. Trump, his courage
and his leadership.

No you’re wrong. I have actually read over 5 books, mainly because
I only had 50c allowance to spend.

Lucky to be a Yankee—my first book—-for the many I am sure don’t
have a clue who wrote this book and about whose life it is —-it was
Joe DiMaggio—-he also married Marilyn Monroe but book is about
baseball—-

 I also have it on a good source Son Zoo said go and kick some ass
—

You critizise the people that come here and read the very same stuff
you came here to read.

 Talk about Ignorant.

So we’re stupid and yet you believe in msm?

You have no idea what you see.

Most of us in this group now eliminate leftist-leaning books by
researching the books first. Does that sound like we will fall for
anything?!

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

From a commenter: 
 @JoeBiden:

 I know you do not write your material and I know that you are not the

http://www.payathome7.com/
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lawful President of the United States and I know you were installed
by the evil Committee of 300 to be their puppet, but all this will not
excuse you from the judicial punishment coming your way. You have
crossed a line attacking millions of innocent children and allowing
millions of innocent children to be trafficked and sold into a life of
torture and rape. And now you publicly encourage the mutilation and
chemical castration of innocent children through evil child
Transgenderism. You are vile Joe Biden and you are a known
Pedophile and child trafficker yourself. You have no regard for life
and the innocence of our children. You and your wife are some of the
most evil people in the world because you pretend to do good when
you both know you are doing evil.

twitter .com/ elonmusk /status /1668853263096070145?s=20

twitter .com/ WhiteHouse /status /1668422935172792321?s=20

Good news! Joes been dead awhile now– Hes not Joe and shes not
his wife tho I have no idea what fate befell the little controlling
shrew..

are you sure, Admiral, you were talking to the real Donald Trump?

if so, I would say the Freemason that Trump is, and that loyalty
echelon, superceded justice. But hey, he is the CIC so what you
gonna do.

 Rock and hard place.

Not all Masons, or Freemasons, are bad or evil. The split between
good or evil Masons, or Freemasons, first occurred at The P2 Lodge
in Europe many years ago, after it too, had been infiltrated.

 In America, on a National level, to my knowledge, the Masonic, or
Freemason Lodge, did not become negative until after George
Washington, America’s first President, was offered the Position of
becoming the Leader, or Grand Master, of the Lodge, which he
declined and his turning down of the offer, led to America’s Masonic
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Lodge becoming infiltrated. It was mentioned where some unsavory
members from Europe managed to “swim across the pond” and into
America’s business.

True most of them don’t have a clue what it is. They just show up for
the monthly breakfast like my husband.

The original Masons were more like Theosophists who study divine
cosmic mechanics and their relationship to man.

The Masons/Freemason groups are bad bad bad, run by higher
levels of evil.

To say there are pockets of goddies in that group, is naïve. Everyone
in that group of groups obeys their seniors, and that all leads up to
the illuminati and other very evil beings.

The newbies join to get an unfair advantage over others; that is
already corrupt and there is nothing good about that. (There is plenty
of information on the Internet abou the true Freemasons activities
and purposes, so none can say they did not know.) As they advance,
they slowly learn more about what they are a member of – a little
more, and a little more, and a little more evil as they advance. And it
is too late to get cold feet when the pennies drop.

Before long, they are involved in child/lady trafficking, abuse, torture,
adrenochrome, and murder. And the New World Order, etc, etc, etc.

And they cannot resign.

So, do not be fooled by those why try to confuse the general public
that a member of the Freemasons is something good. It is a façade
they fabricate to hide behind, while they do all of the above.

Every one of them should attend their own Tribunal, with the right
level of justice applied to them.

Last edited 18 hours ago by Atlanta
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And when many find out what it’s really about, they drop out and
follow JFK’s mantra: “Ask not what your country can do for you . . . ”
which is just what President Trump did. It is easy to spew anti-Trump
misinformation when you haven’t read his long list of Pro-American
accomplishments.

Sun Tzu – The Art of War, …
 “All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when we are able to

attack, we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must
appear inactive; when we are near, we must make the enemy
believe we are far away; when far away, we must make him believe
we are near.”

 “Appear weak when you are strong, and strong when you are weak.”
 “The whole secret lies in confusing the enemy, so that he cannot

fathom our real intent.”
 “He who is prudent and lies in wait for an enemy who is not, will be

victorious.”
 “Rouse him, and learn the principle of his activity or inactivity. Force

him to reveal himself, so as to find out his vulnerable spots.”
 “Treat your men as you would your own beloved sons. And they will

follow you into the deepest valley.”
 “Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you

move, fall like a thunderbolt.”

Last edited 1 day ago by Mark David

Yes all warfare are based on deception to include everything you
stated and last but not least the use of the deepest fakes there are.
Blessings, 🙏 from The REAL Delavic.

Professional military units have the training, the planning, the
coordination, and the discipline to follow through in the operation.
Just because others read it doesn’t mean that they know it. White
Hats are running circles around their opposition everyday. Good
tactics and strategies are never obsolete.
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Last edited 1 hour ago by Mark David

This event is really puzzling. It may well be the evidence is fake but
wouldn’t JAG be able to see through that as thorough as they are? If
Sessions has been working for Trump why not release Session
quietly because now the cover is blown and Sessions is
compromised and now maybe a marked man unless this is a red
herring. 

That’s what I was thinking, why post it here that Sessions is a good
guy unless they wanted him outed for some reason.

 This site is being read by good and bad for sure. Not one bit of news
about this site being shut down for misinformation by the MSM or
news as some people call it.

 Why would they out Sessions unless they wanted the bad guys to
know what they did?

 Makes me question things for sure, I for onenever liked Sessions but
my dislike never wanted him arressted unless he was guilty of
something bad.

 I hated him as a Trumps friend even though he was one of the first
people to come out in favor of Trump.

 When he recused himself of his job that really did it for me. Wish I
could recuse myself of my job and still get paid.

With all that being said when he was arrested I didn’t comment much
since I knew nothing about him or his actions while working for
Trump. I saw him get hired, I saw him get fired or step down and that
was the highlights of his career.

When he recused himself it was pure theater. Who do you think
wrote the 500k indictments? He was a very busy man, able to work
completely unbothered and unnoticed.

When he recused himself he was very likely paid off. Like all of them.
They all have a price and it makes me sick. Smile for the camera
and screw the people……..it is the order of the day.
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I suspect this might happen. It’s so hard to get a read on who is
playing a role/under cover and who is not.

Good to see this was corrected in time…. or is this deliberate
disclosure to prepare us for what is to come? Either way the white
hats Q intelligence are playing this “game” for keeps – evil lost, they
just don’t know it yet.

reading comprehension !!! Trump said Sessions was part of a (Now
ruined plan) and to be protected !!!!! I read all these posts below and
it is like you are in a different world—–you can’t read the statements
made which answers all your whatever’s—–I posted way back to
look at his history and there was no way Sessions was a TRAITOR
—-and yet how many here wanted him
hung/shot/dismembered/drowned and any assorted ways of killing
him—-and some of the statements here aren’t much better—–
Sessions sounds like he was some kind of a brave patriot especially
at his age—-willing to put his life on the line—-most here wouldn’t
crawl out of bed—-

Baloney. Sessions didn’t do squat once he was in power as he
should have done. He talks a good fight — then turns and runs.
When I read the headline my first assumption was that the Deep
State has infiltrated the JAG. Now I wonder if Trump is being
misinformed as he was with the COVID shots. Or is Admiral Crandall
sure he is speaking to the actual Trump?

I agree. A fake Donald Trump could have made the call. When I read
the headline of this article, I felt sick.

you just want blood and not truth—-sorry your scenario doesn’t fit the
reality of it all—-

you are showing your ignorance in spades !!!! I have given examples
of what he did in past posts and am not going to do it again—-Just
what do you base your statement on—–Some guy that hates Trump
and Sessions and can post anything and you jump on it—-
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by the way read 5th rib below—a little insight—-50,000 sealed
indictments—-that is nothing right and much/much more

That’s what they said, it is deliberate comms for reasons unknown
but plenty of speculation on everyone’s part except for those driving
this.

Don’t be so quick to jump on others who may be using their God
given discernment beyond what we are told is true.

Sessions is a brave man. He knows what the enemy is capable of
and had previously lost Co-workers in the Lockerbee over Scotland
air crash. Forgive me if I did not say this correctly as it has been
awhile since the Lockerbee air crash. I may be spelling it wrong, but
the plane that crashed, had Co-workers aboard. Sessions would
show up and speak at Remembrance Ceremonies for them. He is a
good man. Sessions had a glimmer in his eye at one of the
Ceremonies. There is no glimmer in the eye of evil. Sessions is
former Military as well, and can, at any time, be Called back up to
Duty.

 I believe that he Stood Up when asked. He also is responsible for
readying the first 50,000 Sealed Indictments.

Yes, Sessions is a former Army National Guard Captain, still under
oath.

 Those sealed indictments are over 500,000 now, were 234,420 on 2-
28-21.

Won’t be surprise if he had a hand in OWS which in reality was the
use of the military to issue arrest warrants and in some instances
arrest of those guilty of crime against humanity. The mandatory
lockdowns during the plandemic certainly helped. It is suggested that
the Covid virus was really the pedophiles and the military the
vaccine. Blessings 🙏 from The REAL Delavic.
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Sessions is singular in that he lives very modestly. Has never used
his positions to enrich himself. It speaks volumes that a man has
many opportunities to take a bribe and refuses. It tells you who he is
and what he believes. When Q said Trust Sessions, Sessions had to
work doubly hard to infiltrate the deep state and cause them to trust
him because Q had outed him. It’s a wonder he succeeded in
deceiving them. Great actor.

You’ll never convince this bunch who always know what is right no
matter what. The radical right can also be a big danger because
‘God is on their side’ at all times.

all I ever said was look at the facts and not the emotions—look at his
history—and left leaning weanies wouldn’t know truth after it bit you
in the ass—

I believe Trump should have listened to Jag on this! The wool can
not be pulled over his eyes? Jag had the evidence to bring him
in..Then it should have been heard…This leaves a very bad taste in
my mouth…Who picks and winners and losers here? Something is
not right at all! So Trump is saying that what Jags investigation is
false info…really what about all the rest then..No I am not buying
it.This system is broken,,,,Trump should have stayed out of the way.
Lets here the info from the investigation. Trump just put this whole
thing down the shit hole because they all can say now that Jag has
got it all wrong in every case.

 I am done!

This story vindicates Q who said “trust Sessions.” It is also
heartwarming to see how Trump fought hard for Sessions. He loves
loyalty and offers it.

If you do a search for Hierarchy in the Church of Satan you will
find a website that list the different degrees of the members in the so
called church ….

Registered Member (no degree)
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Active Member—Satanist (First Degree)
Witch/Warlock (Second Degree)
Priestess/Priest (Third Degree)
Magistra/Magister (Fourth Degree)
Maga/Magus (Fifth Degree)

Maga? Highest female degree? … coincidence or red flag?
Didn’t Q say there are no coincidences?

Looks like the best the trumpsters can do as usual is click the
negative key, cause they sure as hell can’t explain why MAGA is the
high position in the church of satan. The site is there for all to see …
I didn’t make this up this is a undeniable FACT. You hypocrites hit
the negative key because you don’t want to admit something is up
with this and it definitely raises an eyebrow.

You trumpsters are nothing but a bunch of filthy hypocrites … not
one of you can address this issue … your intelligence only goes as
high as hitting the negative key.

 Continue to do what you are best at since you know you don’t have a
leg to stand on. Just keep looking the other way.

Their not? Sure can fool people when they look the other way when
something is not right.

I’ll explain why. Because SATAN, is a FEMALE, DAH. I’ve personally
met the Male and Female, that were students of Socrates, me. I’ve
been reincarnated. Not a hard fact to grasp, unless You’re going to
help the enemy, and keep lying about reincarnation. Think about the
movies. Many are based upon facts, and have been “embellished” in
some aspects. “Mad Max”, every single “one” is how this civilization
“ends”, not this “time”. Or the “Walking Dead” series, live action.
Many movies are, Live Action, no script, improve. And yep, this is a
shit show. “Humans” are God, right??? You’ve got “it” figured out,
right??? Reminds me of another tv quote, “he thought he knew
something, he didn’t KNOW shit!”. Q, Loves the “movies”. Now, You
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KNOW why. Past, Present, Future, which One are You “in” or of????
Hmmmmm??? Jumpin Jupiter Josephat, loves himself some
baseball bats, just sayin. The White Rabbit (think “holy grail”, White
Rabbit—a Dragon in disguise )

 👁🦅☠
 ODINRA——BITCHUTE, met the thing, You all Judge, with out

evidence aka…woe. WARRIOR MONKS, SHAMANS, PALADINS,
Wi and We, are AWAKE. Family values, aren’t “optional”, neither is
FULL DISCLOSURE. Certain “Things”, don’t “DIE”, even though it
appeared too. 4 arms, I had 4 arms, name was Goro.

Last edited 15 hours ago by Joseph

It’s maga because satan is a female? Movies are live action with no
script? I never stated anything about reincarnation … what does that
have to do with anything concerning the issue? Your comment
makes no sense.

Sessions has not been an active participant in the US Government
since Trump fired him in 2018.

 Every Player in the Loy Brunson Case is currently a sitting member
of Congress or of the Biden Admin!!

How did this get so far gone that Sessions had to face military
capture? I mean it sounds like it was close. That close is best
handled by people with dare devil energy that thrive on close calls.

The one concern that I’ve had throughout this whole thing was the
nightmare worst case scenario of an innocent person being brought
before a military tribunal and wrongfully convicted. This article helps
to put to bed such concerns over that type of situation happening.

Thank you Michael for bringing this bit of news to all of us, because
it’s been bugging me for awhile, but I didn’t want to say it out loud,
lest it would contribute to doubt being cast upon these proceedings.

God bless you, and stay safe out there.
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Does seem that DJT was using Sessions to play some “long game”
that now is out of play.

No surprise there. The only thing about this that surprised me is the
fact that it took long as it did before Trump caught wind of his arrest.

You’d think that would have been ironed out before they went
through the added headache of sending Sessions to the big house.
Transport overseas isn’t exactly cheap…even during the best of
times.

What, me worry? Nah!

And speaking of rock ‘n roll music-related stuff…

The guys in the band will be needing your wife for another week.
 Kindly stay away from the tour bus.

They don’t bring people in unless there is just cause. When they
come in, they already have everything on them. There is a hole in
the story. The hole is when and why did JAG and Trump start
differing?

Vydělávám 90 dolarů za hodinu prací z domova. Nikdy jsem si
nepředstavoval, že je to poctivé, ale moje nejbližší společnice
vydělává šestnáct tisíc amerických dolarů měsíčně prací na spojení,
což pro mě bylo opravdu ohromující, předepsala mi, abych to
jednoduše zkusil. Tuto práci si nyní musí vyzkoušet každý tím, že
použije tento web… http://www.Payathome7.com

Naposledy upravil Delavic před 1 dnem
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